
All weather birding arrived at Astley Lake in September with the opening of a
superb, elevated, 18 foot hide, an event which delighted both regular and occasional
visitors. It was especially welcome as it was built just in time for the best part of the
autumn wader passage.

Looking back over the many months of anticipation (when the possibility of success
often seemed highly unlikely), it may be of interest to record how it all came about.
The need for a hide really became apparent in late 1989. Astley Lake, the focal point
for local birding activities, had been designed to provide an ideal wildlife habitat and
by that time had began to fulfil its potential. Coverage of the area however, was
severely impeded by its inaccessibility. Although the St. Aidan's Restoration Scheme
addressed the problem it was still 10 years away at least, and local birders needed
something doing immediately. Without any means of finance however, the prospects
did not seem good. The apparently impossible situation was resolved thanks to the
foresight of David Morgan, Project Leader of British Coal Opencast Executive. At a
meeting with Great and Little Preston Parish Council in January 1990, he supported
the need to provide an accessible viewpoint over Astley Lake and on his subsequent
recommendation British Coal agreed to consider financing a hide construction
scheme put forward by New Swillington Ings Bird Group.

In drawing up this hide scheme, the Groups first move had been to identify a
viewpoint which provided the most extensive coverage of the lake and its islands,
made best use of light conditions and where a hide would be most secure. These
requirements coincided at a point 16 feet above ground level next to the weir, but
this did not deter us. As plans developed the group decided to aim for a standard 18
foot sectional hide, as supplied by Gilleards of Garthorpe, and for it to be built on a
12 foot platform. Drawings ware prepared, quotes obtained and to our delight the
scheme was approved by British Coal. South Leeds Groundwork Trust were also
given the opportunity to become involved in the venture as they had previously
shown a great deal of interest in the Groups activities, and as a result they agreed to
undertake the project management. The only obstacles which remained were
obtaining permission to site the hide on the chosen piece of land, and securing the
inevitable planning permission.

At one stage it looked as though the hide would be completed for spring migration
but things had gone too well and (perhaps predictably) many delays followed, not
least of which was finding out who owned the land! Nevertheless we continued to
progress through the necessary procedures and eventually having traced them as
the owners, National Rivers Authority kindly gave us permission to site the hide on
their land. Planning permission was obtained, insurance was arranged, orders were
placed, construction dates were agreed and New Swillington Ings Bird Group
accepted responsibility for managing the hide. Subsequently the first sod was turned
on September 7th and the project was completed 7 days later.

The valley now has a hide for all to enjoy and I feel sure that everyone who uses it
will want to join me in expressing sincere thanks to those bodies and individuals
mentioned above who have been instrumental in its construction.
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